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Dear ABC,

THANKS FOR CHOOSING http://www.indastro.com/

We have been providing astrology consultation and advice on true vedic principles on the internet 
since 2000 and serviced over a million customers with our free and premium services. We have 
prepared Co-destiny with Spouse, Children, parents, grand parents, extended family & friends 

Co-destiny with Spouse, Children, parents, grand-parents, extended family &friends_Readings:
1) 
Your Luck description in matters of Spouse, Children, Parents, Grand-parents, Extended family & 
Friends:

Spouse:
Your spouse may not be specifically lucky for you per se, but you will become quite lucky and 
prosperous after marriage with her.
Also you may have chance to gain material wealth through marriage and also get to lead a 
luxurious life.
The levels and degrees of various such gains will be quite appreciable and lasting in nature 
provided you handle them well.
Due to or after your marriage, you will get many opportunities to rise much in your career and in 
your scope of financial development and progress.
Per se she will be a person who will be somewhat dominating and slightly ill tempered but she will 
be of much pious and religious nature and will be totally faithful to you while you may not be able to
offer similar loyalty and faithfulness to her.
She will wish you to grow well but she will not be very keen to personally promote your career or 
your honor if your attitude to her or to the overall family does not improve in her eyes.
But your confidence level about your security in life will increase from after marriage and this will 
help you in being materially lucky and more successful in professional field and in building up your 
financial status.
Your destiny quotient in terms of your spouse will be quite high and positive for you, while your 
spouse will not get her luck improved through your influence.

Children:
Love and respect of children will be clearly missing and they will not be offering any positivity to 
your welfare.
The children will not be cordial or caring and may even cause several issues and troubles to you, 
directly or otherwise.
However such opposition and disrespect from children will remain controlled as they may not do 
very well in their lives,
You will not get any emotional or material luck or support from children even if they are in positions 
to be able to favor you.
You will fail to realize their duality of their nature.

Parents:
Father:
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Your father would be lucky for you in the sense that during his life time you will get more 
opportunities for growth and progress in various areas of life.
His presence will be auspicious and encouraging for you.
But there may not be any specific efforts or inclination on his side to promote you in any manner.
Your attitudes being very similar and both being highly egoistic, no positivity or good luck will 
emerge for either of you.

Mother:
You may have a chance of getting some immovable properties from mother [but this is not assured 
as it has to be confirmed from her own horoscope and those of your siblings].
You may have a dual relationship with her and there may not be any durable or definitive good 
equation with her.
Neither you nor she will be specifically lucky or unlucky for the other.

Grand-parents:
Love and affection of from any living grandparents will be normal and encouraging.
They will be moderately cordial and naturally caring but may not be lucky for you in any direct 
manner.
You may have to take some responsibilities about them but this cannot be considered as a bad 
luck and should be taken as a task of good karma and these will bring you their blessings which 
are very lucky for you to have in a much broader sense of the term.
You may or may not get any material gain from them directly.

Extended family:
You will choose to avoid relatives and members of the extended family will prefer to be closer to 
outsiders more often than not.
Thus even from your side there will not be much of opportunity or action to attract the attention of 
the members of the extended family that can prove lucky or beneficial to you, specifically in a 
material sense.
However you will not have to face any situation of bad luck due to any of them.

Friends: 
The word friend is often used in a loose way.
Most of the people that you choose to or have to mix with are termed as friends but in fact they are 
mostly just acquaintances and not real friends.
Your associates will be keener to gain favors and benefits and various helps from you and will not 
be of much use or benefit for you.
Your luck will not have any chance to develop due to them and it is better if you avoid them as their
demands on you can be ever increasing and much varied and you may not be able to meet them 
and will have chance to suffer in turn.

2) 
Are you or your spouse [or others as given above] a gainer in your relationship?
Your chart will not much invite or promote gains and support to you from your spouse and from 
others.
You will keep gain in appreciable measures and will flourish well in career through your own efforts 
[though through many obstacles and reversals] but all these gains will happen after marriage when 
your luck will improve.
In this way your spouse will be lucky for you in an indirect manner.
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There will not be any happy giver in your spouse or in others who may prove somewhat lucky for 
you and they will not bestow their good luck on you willingly.
On the other hand others may get some help or general support or minor good luck from you or 
due to your influence on their lives.
Thus your mutual destiny quotient will be materially one sided, you may gain after marriage through
own efforts while others including your spouse may get some support from you.
They will benefit from your lucky efforts but may not return the same to you at any time, willingly or 
even otherwise.

3) 
Periods when you are lucky for spouse and for others:
You will not be lucky for your spouse or others specifically but they will be lucky for you in 
unintended and indirect manners.
But you will be lucky [or rather helpful] for your spouse and for others in a general way during the 
years 2017 to 2020, 2025 to 2028, during 2036-2038.

4) 
Periods when spouse and others would be lucky for you:
You spouse will be lucky for you throughout after marriage [but more so immediately after 
marriage] in the ways described above but there will be certain special periods when such luck will 
be very prominent.
The periods during 2022 to 2025, 2032-2034 and during 2038 to 2042 will be more effective when 
your spouse and others will be more lucky for you but in varying degrees.
At other times, your spouse and others will be lucky for you but in a mixed manner.

5) 
Suggestion and remedies to improve your luck from spouse:
For the purpose of drawing luck from anyone and also for retaining it well with you, much will 
depend on your appreciation, gratitude and respect for the luck and support that you receive.
It is NOT necessary to formally exhibit your thankfulness to your spouse or to others on every 
specific occasion of such luck or support.
It is the true realization and innermost appreciation that percolate automatically to the giver and 
generates happiness and satisfaction to him.
This good action [it is also a form of very good karma] actually promotes further luck and open the 
ways to it.
While you are thankful for your blessings it is important to remember the Almighty that he has 
allowed and granted you such good luck.
Thus try to be kind to all around you, remember every good deed done to you or every good word 
spoken to you or about you.
All these will soon add up to a lot and will make big positive differences in your life and happiness.
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UYou may also be interested in
UOur other Love related reports

    - HHTU  Relationship Analysis Report UTHH - HHTU  Love/Marriage Reports UTHH - HHTU  What will my Life Partner
be like

   - HHTU  Love/Marriage  Compatibility Report UTHH - HHTU  Love Transit Report UTHH - HHTU  Love /Marriage  
Consultation UTHH
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Now Consult Our Astrologer Live on Phone/Video/Web Chat
For Personal Consultation. Click Here
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